
Summer Reading Assignment Grading Scale 
Student Name: __________________________ Novel:  The Scarlet Letter 

Student Check List: Yes Test: You must receive all “yeses” for your paper to be scored. Any “no” will stop the 
process. 

Yes No Basic Requirement 
  1. Paper typed 
  2. Thesis clearly stated in intro and referenced in the conclusion 
  3. Correct documentation style used in text 
  4. Citing evident 
  5. Works Cited/Bibliography or References accurate and correctly formatted 
  6. Paper written in 3rd person; content not personal essay but non-biased research 
  7. Paper meets minimum length standard. 500 words. 
  8. Evidence of consistent and conscientious editing 

4—Clearly a knowledgeable, practiced, skilled pattern 
3—Evidence of a developing pattern 
2—Superficial, random, limited consistencies 
1—Unacceptable skill application 

Use of Sources 
Skill application demonstrates use which represents  4 3 2 1 

Researched information appropriately documented     
Demonstrates use of paraphrasing, direct, and indirect quotations     
Information connects to the thesis     
Sources on Works Cited/Bibliography or References accurately match sources cited within the 
text 

    

_______/16 
Content/Organization 

Skill application demonstrates use which represents  4 3 2 1 
Introduction engaging and clearly defines thesis     
Thesis is challenging and focused     
Content connecting to thesis is clarifying, exploring, explaining, developing     
Text organization flows sensibly and smoothly     
Mixture of personal voice interwoven with research (commentary)     
Conclusion thoughtful, engaging, and clear     

_______/24 
Mechanics/Usage/Spelling/Format 

Skill application demonstrates use which represents  4 3 2 1 
Pagination (top right following last name)     
12 point Times New Roman font and appropriate margins     
Usage/Grammar     
Correct paragraphing     
Written in formal style     

_______/20 
Information Literacy 

Skill application demonstrates use which represents  4 3 2 1 
Consistent Format (MLA)     
Evidence of thorough research (sources represent variety and types)     
Documentation demonstrates conscientious application of citing ethics     
Evidence of sorting and selecting appropriate material     
Evidence of importance of author’s credibility and validity     
Research offers non-biased, fair research perspective from which a conclusion is drawn     
Research information goes beyond surface information     

________/28 
Comments on back. 
Total Score: ________/88   Total Percentage: _________% 



The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne 
“Young Goodman Brown”         Summer Reading Assignment 
English III AP 
 
Please prepare a typed response to the following prompts. Adhere to MLA format. Online 
references to MLA format can be found on the following webpage: 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/ 
Papers that do not adhere to MLA format will not be graded and given no credit for 
completion. 
 
In The Scarlet Letter Nature is frequently presented as a character. Cite four passages in which 
Nature possesses qualities typically associated with people. Write 500 words in which you 
analyze Hawthorne’s use of language to depict Nature exhibiting human qualities. Consider 
rhetorical techniques such as: diction, irony, hyperbole, imagery, metaphor, paradox, etc.   
     500 words 
 
A number of themes treated in The Scarlet Letter are found in earlier expressions of Hawthorne’s 
short story “Young Goodman Brown”. Read the short story and write an essay comparing or 
contrasting it with The Scarlet Letter in terms of themes, characterization, style, symbol, and 
other elements.    400 words 
 
See Grading Scale for more information. Attach each Grading Scale to the back of the 
corresponding assignment.  
 
Expect a quotes quiz on both stories the first day of school. 
 
 
 


